The Confidant

Paris, 1975. Sifting through the letters of condolence after her mothers death, Camille
discovers a strange missive sent by someone she does not know. She thinks it is probably an
error. But then, every Tuesday, a new letter arrives, recounting a tale of two impossible loves,
four broken destinies, until the final denouement destroys everything in its inevitable path.
Little by little, Camille begins to piece together the puzzle and is shocked to realise that this
story has a direct bearing upon her own life. Alternating Camilles story and the mysterious
letters from the unknown correspondent, Gremillon transports us to the years between 1939
and 1943, a fascinating time in French history, to tell a powerful story of friendship and secrets
between women, of surrogacy, passionate love, jealousy, revenge and reconciliation. The
Confidant is a thrilling debut novel that blends a historical setting and page-turning
psychological suspense with a virtuoso literary style. Along with its success in France,
translation rights have been sold in 18 territories. A complex plot, crystalline writing - Helene
Gremillons talent explodes in this first novel, as much in her historical precision as in the
suspense that lasts until the final paragraph. Le Nouvel Observateur
Daughter of the Wind, Ein Vampir und Gentleman (Argeneau 7), Wallpaper* City Guide
Belfast (Wallpaper City Guides), His Religion and Hers (Classics in Gender Studies), Grown
Up Coloring Book 11: Coloring Books for Grownups : Stress Relieving Patterns (Volume 11),
Le avventure dellAgente Zero Zero Meh (ilMenestrello) (Italian Edition), Entre El Odio Y La
Pasion: (Between Hate and Passion) (Spanish Edition),
6 Jun - 2 min - Uploaded by THE CONFIDANT - Trailer Nigel Patterson is one step from
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As written and directed by Alton Glass, this direct-to-video drama weaves the tale of
childhood best friends who begin adulthood with bright. The Confidant. â€¢. Hong Kong â€¢
33 episodes â€¢ Lei Lian Ying and On Tak Hoi were sold to the palace as children and
eventually became promising court. Confidant definition, a close friend or associate to whom
secrets are confided or with whom private matters and problems are discussed. See more.
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grabs hold and does not let go; the book's success across the globe is evidence of its haunting
appeal. Readers follow Camille as she untangles.
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